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Discuss your project ➔
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Discover our process ➔
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Creating spaces thatdraw people together.


Explore the magic behind team togetherness
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Every workspace creation is a chance to reimagine the magic of together.


Regardless of how frequently you visit the office, it should always feel like you’re coming back home. Home with your work family to where the brand belongs.

That’s our objective on every project – to support you in creating spaces that foster connection, cohesion and a true sense of belonging. It’s as much about how you work together, as the space where work takes place.



Discover our process ➔


Our togetherness philosophy ➔
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A London workspace that’s worth the commute
View the project ➔


Hydrock
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A revitalised HQ for Hollywood Bowl Group
View the project ➔


Hollywood Bowl Group
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An iconic fitout for an iconic brand
View the project ➔


Dr. Martens




View all projects ➔





Our services

Workplace dynamics


We focus on how to make the office a great place to be - a destination that's well worth the commute. Having engaged and led industry conversation on this topic for several years, we strive to help identify ways of working that create a vibe to daily life in your business, and making the office a genuine culture booster.



Learn more ➔

Workspace strategy


Workspace strategy is essential to achieving a space that helps to unleash your organisation’s full potential. Through detailed studies, surveys, interviews, observations and assessment, we help you to identify the critical functionality your space must fulfil and the aesthetics that will boost morale and engagement.



Learn more ➔

Workspace design


The design phase is where things become exciting! Drawing on the intelligence secured during the Dynamics and Strategy phases, creation of your new environment now really begins. From initial concepts, through walk-through visuals and all the way to cost analysis and supply chain development, watch your new workspace take shape before your eyes.



Learn more ➔

Project construction


After a collaborative process of identifying your workspace needs and arriving at a design that fully meets them, you’re glad to see the construction phase begin. And we’re proud to say that our skills on the tools are just as strong as our talents in design, which is what ensures that your workspace looks great and functions perfectly.



Learn more ➔




Your workspace journey

We'd like to support you, wherever you are on your journey


Every workspace project is different and the end goal unique to the needs and objectives of the stakeholders. But there can be similarities in the journey to get there. We apply our experience and expertise to support at every stage that we can.


Find where you are on the journey ➔



Creating workspace for yourselves...
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...or developing workspace for tenants? 
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Watch our latest webinar

Creating the spaces in which hybrid teams perform best

Revealing the Ringmaster’s favourite space typologies

Watch webinar ➔



Creating circus culture

The ringmaster at work

Every day in the office needs to earn the commute by providing a unique experience. Our ringmaster concept brings circus thinking to your organisation to create an atmosphere that people want to be present for.

Learn more ➔
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Creating circus culture

Designing with sustainability in mind

We’ve had a full rethink about our approach to sustainable practices – not just for what we do daily, but ensuring every space we create is designed with sustainability at its core.

Discover ➔
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Woodhouse HQ
40 Beaconsfield Road
Hatfield
AL10 8BB
View on a map

01707 255 300 hatfield@woodhouseworkspace.com

London
4th Floor, 141 Moorgate
Finsbury, London
EC2M 6TX
View on a map

020 7305 7630 london@woodhouseworkspace.com
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Sign up for updates from Woodhouse:


Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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Discover the secret to hybrid harmony ➔
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Discover
the secret to 
hybrid harmony.

Request our 12-point plan for work practices that are underpinned by cultural cohesion.


Submit your request ➔
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A sense of being connected.
The knowledge of truly belonging.
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